May’s Amazing Maze Scatter
Saturday 5 May 2018

Annexe to the Supplementary Regulations
1.

Introduction.

This will be the third running of the FDMC May’s Amazing Maze Scatter. Maurice May is remembered as having organised amazing
scatters, frequently using roadside features as Search Points and this is the fundamental rationale behind this simple Scatter in
celebration of Maurice’s tremendous contributions to FDMC and Motor Sport in general. Just 3 days after the Scatter – 8 May 2018
– will see the third anniversary of Maurice’s death so let’s get out there and enjoy ourselves as Maurice would have done!
2.

Format.

This is intended to be a simple event suitable for absolute beginners and experts alike. Anyone could win. Points will be scored by
the correct identification of details found at Search Points which will be identified by 10 figure OS references. On visiting a mid-point
marshal at 186/743 550 any 2 Search Points selected by the crew will be marked as found.
All Search Points correctly recorded on the Maze will score 10 points which will be doubled to 20 points if the completed Maze
square forms a part of any unbroken route connecting any Model T at the top of the Maze with any Model T at the bottom of the
Maze.
Beginners and Novices will be able to visit the mid-point marshal at any time between 21:00 and 22:00. Semi-Experts will only be
able to visit between 21:15 and 22:00 and Experts may only do so between 21:30 and 22:00.
Further useful information about the event including a copy of last year’s Maze (which will be used again this year) were published
in the FDMC magazine. If you didn’t see the article it is available to download at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwvGR4MmszHIcFBkenlyRTk0Wkk/view?usp=sharing
3.

Classes.

There will be 4 self-declared classes but any other crew may challenge the declared class prior to the declaration of the results and
the final decision will be at the discretion of the organiser(s).
Beginners: Any crew in which the navigator has never before competed on an OS based motor sport event and in which the driver
would not otherwise be classified as a Semi-Expert or Expert navigator or driver.
Novices: Any crew in which the navigator has never achieved a class win on an OS based motor sport event and in which the driver
would not otherwise be classified as a Semi-Expert or Expert navigator or driver.
Semi-Experts: Any crew in which the navigator has won their class on an OS based motor sport event.
Experts: Any crew in which the navigator or driver has been a member of the overall winning crew on an OS based motor sport
event.

Please enjoy the event and in doing so remember that amazing scatters are one of Maurice May’s many legacies to the benefit of
FDMC.
Bill Mexson
Secretary of the Meeting

